
The Challenge: Design a bin that your school can use to reduce 
waste and recycle more.  

The bin must:
• Separate recyclables and non-recyclables.
• Be eye catching and have a unique design.

Each entry will need to include:
• A picture of the bin.
• Labels to explain the bin’s features and the materials it will be made from.
• A few lines of writing on why their design should win the Designer Bin Competition.  

The wording can be done by an adult on behalf of younger children.
• The pupil’s full name, year group, school name and school address. 

Optional Extras:
• Designs can include sizes and measurements if pupils want to get technical. 

Our Future Derby have launched a competition in partnership with Engineered Learning 
Ltd open to all primary school children in Derby. The Our Future Derby programme aims 
to raise the aspirations of Derby’s children and this term we have been focussing on 
careers in waste, recycling and the environment. 
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Pupils can name their bin and make it stand out with lots of colour. It can be designed on 
paper or using a computer or tablet. A Competition Entry form is available to download 
here www.learnbydesign.co.uk/our-future-derby-resources but we will accept entries 
designed on plain paper or computer. 

Submit your entries via e-mail to laurencroll@bydesign-group.co.uk no later than 
midnight on 1st June 2021. Please ensure each entry includes the child’s full name 
and year group (the child’s first name and first initial is also acceptable). Please also 
include your school’s name and address in the e-mail. 

Prizes: 

First Prize: The winning bin will be manufactured and presented back to the winning 
school by Dan and his team from Engineered Learning Ltd in a careers assembly 
focussed on sustainability, waste and careers in engineering. 

Second and Third Prize: will receive a take home gift created by Dan and the team at 
Engineered Learning. 

The winning entry will be featured on Engineered Learning’s website and all winning and 
runner up entries will be displayed on Learn by Design’s Wall of Fame and Social Media. 
Runner ups who get their poster displayed online will also receive a certificate by post. 

Who will make the winning bin?

Engineered Learning work with pupils from Year 9 upwards to use metal, welding and 
engineering to make new products. Dan Read and his team of young pupils will take the 
winning design and transform it into a real-life designer bin. 

We have created a ‘career insight’ video filmed by the young people doing work 
experience at Engineered Learning Ltd that you could show to your pupils:  

https://youtu.be/WT4UCEyGQkE

Terms & Conditions: Engineered Learning and Learn by Design reserves the right to reproduce and utilise 
in whole or in part the entries submitted by pupils for information, publicity and promotional purposes. By 
entering, each school agrees to the use of the name and address of the school. The school must also gain 
parental consent for the first name and year group of winning and runner up pupils to be included in any 
information, publicity or promotional activity linked to this competition. Entering this competition implies full 
and complete acceptance of these terms and conditions of which entry instructions form a part. Promoter: 
Learn By Design, 49 Kepler, Tamworth, Staffordshire, B79 7XE


